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Abstract—A security feature is a customer-valued capability of software for mitigating a set of security threats. Incremental development of security features, using the Scrum method, often leads to developing ineffective features in addressing the threats they target due to factors such as incomplete security tests. This paper proposes the use of security assurance cases to maintain a global view of the security claims as the feature is being developed iteratively and a process that enables the incremental development of security features while ensuring the traceability of tests to security requirements such that it ensures the effectiveness of implemented features.

I. INTRODUCTION

A security feature is a customer-valued functionality and/or property of software for mitigating a set of threats. Examples of security features include controlled access to a database, authentication to use resources, and secure communication using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

There are three main risks in managing innovative software projects which apply to developing security features: limited knowledge about the technology needed to implement the feature, change of customer needs, and impact of other software quality aspects, such as performance. Innovative software development projects often include the use of new methods and technologies not well known by the developers. The developers gain the required knowledge through research and developing prototypes. For instance, they often use code libraries that are not well documented. This limits the practicality of the design since they could encounter incompatibilities of libraries, absence of assumed functionalities (e.g., preferred encryption algorithms), and interoperability of data structures–e.g., key-store file structure.

Developers often estimate the load of the software and deduce performance parameters, such as response delay and processing time, during development. In some cases performance measurements impact the design choices of security mechanisms. For instance, assume that the developers implement a protocol for communicating a concentrator that serves 50 devices with a remote application, which encrypts each message using the RSA algorithm. The processing requirements of RSA may prohibit the use of the same concentrator to serve 1000 devices. This scaling up requires the adoption of an encryption algorithm that requires shorter processing time.

As software evolves, its security requirements may change, which may require extending existing security features. For example, consider that a software that uses secure communication between a device and a remote Web application feature stores the private keys used by the feature in the flash memory of the device. The customer of the software wants to enforce the liability of the users through the use of smart cards included in the device for private key storage. The implementation of the requirement requires extending the security feature.

Controlling these risks favor the use of an iterative and incremental approach for developing security features. Companies commonly use Scrum [18], [19] to extend software including their security features. Scrum is an iterative and incremental software development method that enables producing potentially shippable software in successive iterations, each lasting a few weeks. However, the incremental and iterative nature of Scrum increases the complexity of ensuring that the implemented security features are effective in mitigating the threats they target, because code changes in the features could affect the efficiency of the mechanisms they implement.

Errors in implementing security features, which are frequent, make them ineffective. For example, Georgiev et al. tested a set of applications including known payment systems and mobile applications that use SSL to mitigate Man-in-the-Middle attack (MITM) and found that the implemented security features are ineffective [12]. Fahl et al. interviewed the developers of mobile applications that implement ineffective secure communication features [9]. Among the main causes that they found is incomplete security tests, that is, the errors could have been avoided if complete tests were used.

This paper aims to address the following questions: How can we ensure completeness of security tests and ensure effectiveness of a security feature? And how can we incrementally develop a security feature efficiently?

We address the first question by using security assurance cases, which maintain a global view of the security of the security features. We address the second question through a process for developing security features that ensures the effectiveness of the features in mitigating the threats they target. The process supports experimental learning to address potential challenges at each increment, enables developing increments in each iteration, and prevents redeveloping security mechanisms.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related work, section III describes the use of security assurance cases for iterative development, section IV describes the method we propose to develop security features, section V illustrates the use of the proposed method using the case study secure communication between a mobile device and a remote service, section VI discusses the proposed approach, and section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Methods for developing secure software using the model driven approach have been very popular in the literature. For

1The paper does not specify explicitly that the features are developed iteratively, however, the authors learned that that’s the case for many of them.
example, Basin et al. [3] proposed a method that involves the specification of system models along with their security requirements and the automatic generation of system architectures from the models. A second example is extending modeling languages, such as Unified Modeling Language (UML) to include system misuse cases during system requirements specification [10].

Developing secure software that includes security features using iterative development methods, such as Scrum is increasingly getting attention. For instance, Peeters [16] proposes the introduction of abuser stories in the requirements domain of agile development, which extend user stories to achieve traceability of security requirements. Abuser stories are ranked based on their value (perceived damage and likelihood of successful attack) and the amount of implementation effort they require, much like the ranking of user stories.

Boström et al. [6] propose a way of extending Extreme Programming (XP) to help developers and customers to engineer security requirements while maintaining the iterative feature of XP. Their approach extends the XP planning game process of identifying business requirements to integrate two kinds of new user stories into the development process: threat scenarios (abuser stories) and security functionalities that are used to address the identified threats. The selection of threat scenarios to address is based on defining critical system assets and risk assessment of abuser stories by calculating probability of occurrence.

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [14] proposes developing evil user stories (hacker abilities to compromise the system), and expressing them in a conversational style. An example for an evil story is: As a hacker, I can send bad data in URLs, so I access data for which I’m not authorized. The stories address authentication, session management, access control, input validation, output encoding/escaping, cryptography, error handling and logging, data protection, communication security, and HTTP security features.

Recently, Asthana et al. [2] proposed 36 generic security-focused user stories and 29 security tasks. The security-focused user stories are derived from the issues commonly seen by the authors, from the CWE/SANS Top 25 [7] most dangerous development errors, and the OWASP top 10 list [15]. The security tasks include 12 operational security tasks that needs to be performed by the development team in each sprint and 12 security tasks that could be performed as needed with the guidance of security experts, especially at the beginning of the project development.

These methods support considering security needs in the software development life cycle but do not consider the security assurance of produced software. This issue has been initially investigated by Beznosov and Kruchten [5] who identified the conflicts between agile development practices and security assurance techniques, and proposed strategies to address the conflict. Although the authors provide insights about the invention of new agile-friendly methods, they do not mention any details regarding the implementation of such methods.

Recently, Ben Othmane et al. [4] proposed a method for security assurance of software increments in agile development that integrates security engineering activities into the agile development process. The method supports developing acceptably secure software at each development iteration through the use of an incremental approach of security assurance.

Our approach in this paper differs from previous approaches in that it uses security assurance cases to build security features incrementally, and maintains a global view of how each new increment of a software system affects the validity of security assurance cases from the previous iteration. By maintaining this view, it provides efficiency in security assurance, as it obviates the need to do a complete security assessment at each iteration.

III. ITERATIVE SECURITY ASSURANCE CASES

This section provides an overview of security assurance cases, describes our proposed method for using security assurance cases for iterative development and discusses the use of security assurance cases for traceability.

A. Overview of security assurance case

A security assurance case [22] is a semi-formal approach for objectively supporting the claim that a software product mitigates its security risks [4]. It is a collection of security-related claims, arguments, and evidences. A claim (i.e., a security goal) is a high-level security requirement. An evidence is the result of a claim’s verification through, for example, security tests, source code security review, and proofs. An argument is a justification that a set of evidences support the related claim.

A security assurance case has a tree structure, where the root is the main claim, intermediate nodes are either sub-claims or arguments, and the leaves are the evidences. A common way to represent assurance cases is to use the Goals-Structuring Notations (GSN) [13]. Goals-Structuring Notations is a graphical argumentation notation that represents the elements of the assurance case and the relationships between these elements.

The main steps of creating a security assurance case, in sequence, are [4]:

1) Decompose the claim “the software is secure” into sub-claims such that satisfying the sub-claims induce satisfying the claim. The sub-claims (which in turn become claims) could be iteratively subdivided, until getting verifiable sub-claims.
2) Specify the context of the claims, such as definitions, reference to documents, explanations, and assumptions.
3) Identify the strategies for decomposing the claims into sub-claims. The strategy could be explicitly described in the assurance case or be implicit if no strategy is specified.
4) Collect the evidences that support the claims, which are the results of using the security evaluation techniques, such as security testing and security review of source code to evaluate the security countermeasures [20] used to eliminate or reduce the risk of the threats to the software and achieve the related security goals.
5) Describe the arguments that show that an evidence supports a claim. For example, the results of a security analysis tool may report that the software has a buffer overflow, but the argument could state that the “errors” are false positives—so the claim is satisfied.
B. Incremental security assurance cases

Changes to the software increments (the software produced by an iteration and includes software produced by the previous iterations) affect the security assurance case in four ways, which are [4]:

- Component updates could invalidate evidences and claims associated with the component and could potentially affect claims associated with components related to the modified component.
- Adding a new component requires reevaluating the claims related to the new component and the claims that could be affected by updating other components connected to the new component.
- A change of context of using the software requires reevaluation of the related claim and other associated claims.
- The set of claims that need evaluation due to adding a new claim includes the new claim, sub-claims, and parent claim, i.e. related claims.

C. Use of security assurance case for traceability

Traceability is the ability to describe and to follow the life-cycle of the development artifacts [23], i.e., requirements, design, code, and test results. It is commonly used to ensure the maintainability of software by establishing relations between the development artifacts. It is used to estimate the impacts of changes, and to detect inconsistency and incompleteness of the development artifacts [23].

A security assurance case relates security claims and security assessment results (e.g., security tests and security code analysis results). It supports traceability of security development artifacts. We use security assurance case as a traceability technique, but to support changes to security artifacts—not functional artifacts.

IV. PROPOSED ITERATIVE PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING SECURITY FEATURES

This section gives an overview of iterative development using Scrum, motivates the proposed method, and provides a description of the proposed method.

A. Iterative development using Scrum

The Scrum method was discovered by Takeuchi and Non-aka as a practice by several companies to develop innovative products [21]. The method is commonly used to iteratively develop software in increments.

The Scrum development process is composed of a controlled set of loose activities [18]. The three phases of Scrum are pregame, game, and postgame. The pregame phase, or project inception, serves for planning and designing the system at a high level. The game phase, or construction phase, serves for developing the user stories. The postgame phase, or closure phase, serves for preparing the increment for release to customers.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of security features.

B. Motivation for the proposed method

A security feature implements a set of system functionalities that mitigates a set of security threats. Figure 1 relates the development artifacts of a security feature to code changes. The development artifacts of a security feature ordered by level of abstraction are: security requirements and related test scenarios, security design, functional requirements and related test scenarios, functional design, and code that implements the feature. Changes to a security feature requires revising all the development artifacts to maintain the effectiveness of the feature.

There are two commonly used approaches for developing security features: the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach. The top-down approach requires designing a solution for the feature as a set of collaborating components. The approach (1) disregards the value of feedback from the business owner, and (2) assumes that the developers have full knowledge about how to implement the feature. These issues cause the developers to potentially fail the project due to (1) unknown technical barriers (e.g., incompatibility of libraries) that they could have avoided if they had the chance to develop experiments and adapt the design according to the results and (2) absence of mechanisms to adapt the feature according to the feedback about the business context of using the feature.

The bottom-up approach is based on developing a simple experiment and iteratively increasing its complexity to finally have the full security feature. This approach potentially leads to (1) redeveloping existing features and (2) implementing insecure solutions that address only immediate needs. These issues could waste developers’ time on developing unnecessary components—e.g., encryption and signature components—that could be avoided by using existing libraries, and result in developing partial solutions that may have severe limitations. For example, implementation of a communication protocol between a mobile application and a remote service using a symmetric key cannot be used by a set of mobile phones; having a key shared by a set of parties limits confidentiality of the exchanged messages—all parties can decrypt the messages—through extending the feature from being used by one mobile phone to being used by a set of phones.

In this paper we propose an approach that favors the
Fig. 2. The proposed iterative process for developing security features.

The proposed iterative process for developing security features and incremental increase of the complexity of implementation. The main steps are: design a high-level architecture of a security feature, set a road map for implementing the feature through incremental increase of the complexity of the solution, and iteratively develop the increment while applying lessons learned to address challenges in subsequent iterations.

The approach enables developing increments in each iteration and prevents redeveloping security mechanisms. The incremental increase of the software complexity (that we propose) is different from the components-based method used in the top-down approach. The latter favors developing the components individually and integrating them. The former favors updating all the components of the software for each iteration—as needed—such that they implement together the given user stories.

C. Proposed development process.

We propose to extend the three phases of the Scrum process—i.e., pregame, game, and postgame—such that we ensure iterative development of security features that effectively address the threats that they are designed to mitigate. Figure 2 shows the phases and the activities for each phase. The description of this process, which should be used for each security feature, follows.

Pregame Phase. The goal of this phase is to identify sufficient information and make the main design decisions for developing the selected security feature. First, the product owner and developers select a security feature to develop (i.e., activity A1) among the security features based on factors such as the priority of the feature, availability of resources, cost, and release date.

Next, the developers elicit the security requirements of the feature; that is, what the feature should do and not do. Examples of security requirements for a secure communication feature include preventing unauthorized disclosure of data, preventing unauthorized modification of data, using a strong secret key, and protecting the system from Denial of Service (DoS) attack exploiting TCP handshaking vulnerabilities.

Then, the developers design the feature. They evaluate existing approaches that address similar problems from the literature; design a set of functionalities that implement the security requirements; identify the technical constraints related to implementing the design including the choice of programming language, available libraries and frameworks, and processing and memory constraints; and select algorithms and software packages that will be used to develop the feature.

After that, they prepare the security assurance case of the feature. They enumerate the claims associated with the feature and design attack scenarios (a sequence of steps that exploit vulnerabilities of the system and cause threats to the software) that “verify” the claims. An example test scenario for the secure communication between a device and a remote server is letting a device communicate with a remote server using an expired digital certificate.

Game Phase. The goal of this phase is to implement the feature. The developers identify a set of user stories that implement the design. A user story describes a functionality valuable to the user of the software [8]. The user stories must enable the incremental development of the feature by increasing the complexity of the software.

Some stories have dependency relations with other stories and others do not. Incremental development of the user stories that implement a security feature requires selecting user stories (Activity B2) whose dependent user stories have been implemented in previous sprints.

Then, the developers elicit the functional requirements for the selected user story (Activity B3). They identify what the software must do such that it mitigates the threats that the feature addresses. For example, device certificates must be signed using the system’s private key for signing certificates, generated keystore and truststore must authenticate the specific device, and generated keystore and truststore must be compatible with the protocol.

Next, the developers design and code the user story (Activity B4). They develop algorithms and mechanisms that implement the functional requirements and identify a set of tasks for changing the current software by e.g., adding new methods and classes that implement the user story. Note also that implementing a single user story may affect several components of the system at the same time.

After selecting the user story to implement, the team members proceed with preparing tests for the user story (Activity B5). They develop test scenarios that test the functional
requirements and specify the expected results. A detailed example of a test scenario is: update the file Mydevices.txt and execute the script genCrypto.py. The script creates a folder and generates a keystore file and a certificate for each device listed in the file Mydevices.txt. Note that this test scenario does not test the validity of the generated certificates, which could be the subject of another test scenario.

After completing the development of the user story and the preparation of the test scenarios, the developers perform the test scenarios (Activity B6). They execute the test scenarios for a set of selected cases and compare the obtained results to the expected results. If the test results are positive they conclude the user stories and proceed to selecting another user story (Activity B2). If the tests are not conclusive the developers identify how to address the differences. They have mainly two choices: (1) review the design and code to fix the problem or (2) identify new user stories that address the problem. The team demonstrates the user story at the end of the sprint by showing the successful test scenarios.

Postgame Phase. The goal of this phase is to prepare the feature for use in a release. After developing (and testing) the user stories that implement the feature, the team proceeds with testing the feature (Activity C1). They execute the security test scenarios defined in Activity A3 and compare the obtained results to the expected results. If the obtained results mismatch the expected results, the developers review the design of the feature (Activity A4). Otherwise, they proceed with demonstrating the feature (Activity C2) to the product owner. They explain the value of the feature and why it mitigates the threats, and demonstrate a set of security scenarios on a variant of the system that does not have the feature and on a variant that has the feature. Then, they update the security assurance case with the test results.

V. CASE STUDY: SECURE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A MOBILE DEVICE AND A REMOTE SERVICE

In this section we illustrate the use of the proposed process and iterative security assurance method to iteratively develop the security feature for secure communication between a device and its remote control service. Figure 3 shows an example of systems where a device installed in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communicates with a remote control station.

We simulate the implementation of the feature in two releases; each is developed using a set of user stories. The descriptions of the releases follow.

First release: The goal of this release of the feature is to “secure” the communication between the devices and the control service. Table I lists a set of security requirements, decision choices, and test scenarios for the feature identified during the game phase. The security requirements become the claims of the assurance case of the feature as illustrated in Figure 4.

The team may consider other requirements, besides the security requirements, in the design of the solution for the security features. For instance, examples of requirements that are often considered for the feature of secure communication between two parties are optimizing the use of bandwidth and optimizing the use of device processing time for security operations.

Next, the developers start the game phase and enumerate unforeseen user stories required to implement the security feature, which we list in Table II. We note that the user story

---

4Recall that a security test scenario is a set of steps to attack the system and cause a threat. Differently, a functional test checks if the system performs a function as expected. For example, a functional test is: The system checks digital certificate of communicating partners, while a security test is: The device authenticates with the remote service using an expired certificate.

5The list is only to illustrate the method and is not exhaustive, nor detailed.
After that, the team selects successive user stories to develop considering the dependencies between them. For each selected user story they elicit the security requirements, design a solution that implements the user story, identify a set of test scenarios to test it, and develop the feature and evaluate it using the test scenarios. For example, Table I lists the user story $R1U5$: as administrator, I can create a set of private/public keys pairs that are associated with the identities of the devices in batches.

At the postgame phase, the team performs the security tests and updates the security assurance case with the evidence collected from the tests as in Figure 4. Then, they demonstrate the feature in the retrospective meeting with the product owner. The retrospective meeting is an end of iteration meeting to discuss the successes and the challenges encountered in the iteration and to set changes that enables to address the challenges, such as requesting trainings, changing the development process, and acquiring new tools that help in addressing the challenges.

Second release: In the first release the private keys are stored in the flash drive of the device. Let’s assume that data sent by the devices is required to be used in a legal context, which requires the system to ensure non-repudiation of the sender. The product owner requests to upgrade the feature to satisfy the new requirement.

At the pregame phase of this release, the team members review the security requirements, decisions and test scenarios. Assume they decide to use a smart card embedded in the device to store the cryptographic keys and use it to perform computation using these keys. Therefore, the team reviews the security assurance case of the feature. Since the design decision requires using new components for the cryptographic operations, the evidences of the security assurance case become invalid and are removed from the case of the feature.

Then, the team starts the game phase and identifies the user stories required to implement the security feature, which are listed in Table IV. Next, they proceed with iteratively implementing the user stories as in the first release—considering the dependencies between them.

At the postgame phase, the team performs the security test scenarios and updates the security assurance case with the evidence collected from the tests. Figure 5 shows an updated

---

**TABLE III. EXAMPLE OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS, DESIGN DECISIONS, AND TEST SCENARIONS FOR THE USER STORY $R1U5$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Main requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>Generate a keystore and truststore for each device given a list of device identities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR2</td>
<td>The certificate of each device must be signed using the company private key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR3</td>
<td>Each certificate must be associated with a single device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>The generated trustore and keystore files must be compatible with the device software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR5</td>
<td>Use of cryptographic keys and algorithms that are secure for the next 10 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR6</td>
<td>The service authenticates the devices it communicates with.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Main design decisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD1</td>
<td>Use a Python script to automate the generation of private keys and a certificate and prepare them for use by the devices and service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>Use a text file that lists the identities of the devices to generate the private keys and certificates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTS1: Generate a keystore and trustore for a set of devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTS2: Authenticate a device using a signed certificate stored in its keystore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTS3: Reject authentication of a device using an unsigned certificate stored in its keystore.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Security assurance case for Release 1 of the security feature. (The code of the tests are in table I.)
TABLE IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>User stories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2U1</td>
<td>As a user, I want the smart card of the device to perform the cryptographic functions required to communicate the device and remote service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3U2</td>
<td>As a user, I want the device to use the smart card to perform the cryptographic functions required to communicate the device and remote service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4U3</td>
<td>As a user, I want the device to use the smart card for cryptographic operation in its communication with the remote service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed iterative development process helps to manage the impacts of changes on the security of the software. It allows to identify–manually–invalidated evidences and related claims and to detect inconsistency and incompleteness of the evidences, arguments, and claims.

Test scenarios coverage. When we applied the development
process to develop and test the second release of the feature in the commercial project (see case study) we faced the challenge of identifying the evidence and claims that need to be reevaluated. We found that the security assurance case technique can address the problem. We did not practice with the technique because the project ended at that time.

The tree structure of security assurance cases supports identifying “potentially” the exhaustive list of the test scenarios that assert the security claims of the case. The tree structure enables dividing each node that represents a concept, such as attack or claim, into sub-claims and helps to visually identify the completeness of the sub-claims. This ability is used by the attack tree technique [17] to help identify all potential attacks. Security assurance cases also help solve conflicts of requirements identified in different iterations and releases.

**Limitations.** The proposed method does not help to discover vulnerabilities in libraries used by the features. Therefore, the method may allow to claim that a feature is secure (since the security test scenarios cover the security requirements), which could be challenged because it uses a set of libraries that have vulnerabilities that were not identified by the security tests. This is considered a change of the scope of the feature.

We currently do not have tools that support the application of the method. We hope to build such tools in the future.

VII. Conclusions

Using iterative methods, such as Scrum to develop security features often leads to developing ineffective features because of the incompleteness of the test scenarios and the conflict of requirements between the iterations.

This paper proposes a process for iteratively developing security features and a technique for ensuring that the feature is effectively secure. The proposed process was developed in response to several failures and it addresses the challenges of limited knowledge about the technology needed to implement the feature, change of the customer needs, and impact of other software quality aspects, such as performance.

The method supports developing effective security features. The use of the iterative security assurance case technique helps identify all security test scenarios and it addresses the conflicts between the security requirements identified in different releases and functional requirements identified in different iterations.
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